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The “minimum takeaway”
• Transverse and longitudinal beam dynamics
- trajectory, closed orbit, synchronous particle
- horizontal and vertical phase/trace-space, preserved action
- Twiss-parameters: Beta-function, Phaseadvance, tunes (H+V+synchrotron)
- Dispersion-function, momentum compaction, slip factor
- transverse and longitudinal focusing
- chromaticity: origin and correction
- transport matrix, tracking, dynamic aperture, bucket-area
• Emittance
- emittance = average action of all particles
- Liouville Theorem
- RMS emittance, geometrical emittance
- adiabatic damping, radiation damping
• Imperfections
- dipole displacement: OK, dipole tilt: vertical deflection
- quadrupole offset: extra deflection; quadrupole tilt: coupling
- sextupole offset: extra quadrupole, sextupole tilt: coupling

• Beam instrumentation
- Basic BPM functionality
- How to measure losses, profiles
- time and frequency domain signals, tune measurement
• Collective effects: Head-Tail, Wakefields, Direct Space Charge, Instabilities
• Types of accelerators: Linacs, Cyclotrons, Synchrotrons, Colliders, Lightsources
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Sorry…many requests for a short
primer of transverse beam dynamics
and emittance
(taken from my summary in the advanced course)
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Linear Optics – Hamiltonian (3/3)
Example: Mass-spring system
𝐻 =𝑇+𝑉 =

1
2

2

k𝑥 +

𝑝2
=
2𝑚

E

Hamiltonian formalism to obtain the equations of motion:
𝛿𝑥
𝛿𝑡

= 𝑥ሶ =

𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑝

𝑝

𝛿𝑝
𝛿𝑡

= 𝑝ሶ = − 𝜕𝑥 = -kx

=𝑚 or p=m𝑥ሶ = mv

𝜕𝐻

We are used to start with the force equation:
𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 = 𝑚𝑥ሷ = - kx
With the well known sinusoidal solution for x(t).

Instead we look at the trajectory of the system in a phase space.
In this simple case the Hamiltonian itself is the equation of the ellipse.
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A further look at phase-space plots

Increasing t
𝑡 = 𝑡0
t = 𝑡0 + 𝑇Τ4
-

-

The particle follows in phase space a trajectory, which has an elliptic shape.
In the example, the free parameter along the trajectory is time ( we are used to express the spacecoordinate and momentum as a function of time)
This is fine for a linear one-dimensional pendulum, but it is not an adequate description for transverse
particle motion in a circular accelerator
 we will choose soon “s”, the path length along the particle trajectory as free parameter
Any linear motion of the particle between two points in phase space can be written as a matrix
𝑎 𝑏 𝑥
transformation: 𝑥𝑥′ (𝑠)=
(𝑠 )
𝑐 𝑑 𝑥′ 0
1
In matrix annotation we define an action “J” as product J:= 𝑥𝑥′ (𝑠) 𝑥𝑥′ (𝑠0 ).
2
J is a motion invariant and describes an ellipse in phase space. The area of the ellipse is 2𝜋𝐽

Why all this? Later we will define the emittance of a beam as the average action variable of all particles…
but for the moment we stick to single particlesH.Schmickler,
… and we CERN
follow them through magnetic elements.
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Why “Hamiltonian” treatment (1/2)?
• Why not just Newton’s law and Lorentz force?
Newton requires rectangular coordinates and time ; for curved trajectories
one needs to introduce “reaction forces”.
• Several people use Hill’s equation as starting point, but
- always needs an “Ansatz” for a (periodic) solution:

No real accelerator has only periodic forces (beam-beam…)
- Hill’s equation follows directly out of a simplified Hamiltonian description
(later slide)
- no direct way to extend the treatment to non-linearities
• Hamiltonian equations of motion are two systems of first order <->
Lagrangian treatment yields one equation of second order.
• Hamiltonian equations use the canonical variables p and q,
Lagrangian description uses q and 𝜕𝑞ൗ𝜕𝑡 and t
p, q are independent, the others not.
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Why “Hamiltonian” treatment (2/2)?
• From each point in an accelerator we can come to the next point by applying a
map (or in the linear case a matrix).
𝑥
𝑥′

(𝑠)= M

𝑥
𝑥′

(𝑠0 )

Linear case:

𝑥
𝑥′

(𝑠)=

𝑎
𝑐

𝑏
𝑑

𝑥
𝑥′

(𝑠0 )

• The map M must be symplectic  energy conservation
• The maps can be calculated from the Hamiltonian of the corresponding
accelerator component.
• We “know” the Hamiltonian for each individual accelerator component
(drift, dipole, quadrupole…)
• This way we generate a piecewise description of the accelerator instead of trying
to find a general continuous mathematical solution. This is ideal for
implementation in a computer code.
• Unfortunately it needs some complex mathematical framework to be able to
derive the formalism on how to get symplectic maps from the Hamiltonian.
This is dealt with in some detail later in this course.
The next 2 slides show 2 examples.
H.Schmickler, CERN
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Particle Motion through accelerator components

Most of the time we use the linear approximation, which we get from simple
geometry:
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Map of a quadrupole

f is here the generator L * H

Much more on this: Werner Herr, Non linear Dynamics I- III,
advanced general CAS, for example Egham 2017
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Such a field (force)
we need for
focusing
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Courant – Snyder formalism / Twiss parameters
•
•
•

Same beam dynamics
Introduced in the late 50’s
The classical way to parametrize the evolution of the phase space
ellipse along the accelerator

Basic concept of this formalism:
1) Write the transfer matrix in this form (2 dimensional case):
𝑀 = 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜇 + 𝑆 ∙ 𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜇
I=

1
0

0
0
; S=
1
−1

𝛾
1
; A= 𝛼
0

𝛼
𝛽

2) M must be symplectic  𝛽𝛾 − 𝛼 2 = 1
3) Four parameters: 𝛼 𝑠 ; 𝛽 𝑠 ; 𝛾 𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇 𝑠 , with one interrelation (2)
 Three independent variables
4) Again, the preserved action variable J describes an ellipse in phase-space:
1
𝐽 = ( 𝛾𝑥 2 + 2𝛼𝑥p + 𝛽𝑝2 )
2
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Interpretation of the Twiss parameters (1/2)
1) Horizontal and vertical beta function 𝛽𝐻,𝑉 𝑠 :
•
•

Proportional to the square of the projection of the phase space
ellipse onto the space coordinate
Focusing quadrupole  low beta values

Although the shape of phase space changes along s, the rotation of the particle on
the phase space ellipse projected onto the space co-ordinate looks like an harmonic
oscillation with variable amplitude: called BETATRON-Oscillation

𝑥 𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∙

H.Schmickler, CERN

𝛽 𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠ሼ𝜇 𝑠 + 𝜑ሽ
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Interpretation of the Twiss parameters (2/2)

2.)

3.)

𝛼=

1 𝑑𝛽
−
2 𝑑𝑠

𝜇=

𝑠2 1
𝑠1 𝛽

α indicates the rate of change of β along s
α zero at the extremes of beta (waist)

ds

Phase Advance: Indication how much a particle
rotates in phase space when advancing in s

Of particular importance: Phase advance around a complete turn of a circular
accelerator, called the betatron tune Q (H,V) of this accelerator

𝑄𝐻,𝑉 =

1 𝐶 1

2𝜋 0 𝛽𝐻,𝑉

H.Schmickler, CERN
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The betatron tunes 𝑄𝐻,𝑉
• Part of the most important parameters of a circular accelerator
• The equivalent in a linac is called “phase advance per cell”
• For a circular accelerator it is the phase advance over one turn in
each respective plane.
•

•

In large accelerators the betatron tunes are
large numbers (LHC ˜ 65), i.e. the phase
space ellipse turns about 65 times in one
machine turn.
We measure the tune by exciting transverse
oscillations and by spectral analysis of the
motion observed with one pickup.
This way we measure the fractional part of
the tune; often called 𝒒𝑯,𝑽

• Integer tunes (fractional part= 0) lead
to resonant infinite growth of
particle motion even in case of only
small disturbances.

H.Schmickler, CERN
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Importance of betatron tunes

The couple (QH ,QV ) is called the
working point of the accelerator.
Below: tune measurement
example from LEP

H.Schmickler, CERN
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Finally: a beam
We focus on “bunched” beams, i.e. many (10 11) particles bunched
together longitudinally (much more on this in the RF classes).
From the generation of the beams the particles have transversally a
spread in their original position and momentum.

Source: ISODAR (Isotope at rest experiment)

H.Schmickler, CERN
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Gaussian beam profile in x and p
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Liouville’s Theorem (1/2)
1. All particle rotate in phase space with the same angular velocity (in the linear case)
2. All particle advance on their ellipse of constant action
3. All constant action ellipses transform the same way by advancing in “s”

 Since volumes in phase space are preserved, (1)-(3) means That the whole beam
phase space density distribution transforms the same way as the individual constant
action ellipses of individual particles.
H.Schmickler, CERN
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Liouville’s Theorem (2/2)
We now define the emittance of a beam as the average action of all particles!
 Since the action J of a particle is constant and the phase space area A covered
by the action ellipse is 𝐴 = 2𝜋𝐽 , we can represent the whole beam in phase
space by an ellipse with a surface = 2𝜋 𝐽 *
 all equations for the propagation of the phase space ellipse apply equally
for the whole beam
!!! In case we talk about a single particle, the ellipse we draw is “empty” and any particle
moves from one point to another; if we consider a beam, the ellipse is full of particles!!!

*•

There are several different definitions of the emittance ε, also different
normalization factors. This depends on the accelerator type, but the above
definition describes best the physics.
• Another often used definition is called RMS emittance
𝜀 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑥 2 𝑝2 − 𝑥𝑝 2 or 𝜀 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑥 2 𝑥′2 − 𝑥𝑥′ 2
attention: the first definition describes well the physics, the second describes
what we eventually can measure
H.Schmickler, CERN
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Remarks
1. We have already identified the action as a preserved
quantity in a conservative system  
the emittance of a particle beam is preserved in a
conservative beam line.
2. The sentence above is often quoted as Liouville’s
theorem, but this is incorrect. Liouville’s theorem
describes the preservation of phase space volumes,
the preservation of the phase space of a beam is then
just results from the Hamiltonian description.

3. We can identify the constant in the previous equation:

𝑥 𝑠 = 𝜀 ∙

𝛽 𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠ሼ𝜇 𝑠 + 𝜑ሽ
H.Schmickler, CERN
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What do we normally measure from the phase-space ellipse?
• At a given location in the
accelerator we can measure
the position of the particles,
normally it is difficult to
measure the angle…so we
measure the projection of
the phase space ellipse onto
the space dimension:
called a profile monitor
Attention! The standard 2 D image of a
synchrotron light based beam image is
NOT a phase space measurement

Some background info
• Last course 1 years ago (Constanta, Romenia)
• Next course in Sept/Oct 2020…somewhere in Serbia.
• Visit and choice of hotel in autumn 2018
• Program committee meeting at CERN
 decisions: 13 days, focus on beam dynamics,
hands-ON courses for transverse and longitudinal
beam dynamics
 list of speakers and subjects
 NO PROCEEDINGS untl the year
• 9 iterations of program
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Statistics
• 68 participants
• 25 different nationalities (new record!)
• Age span: 22 …52
• 55 males/13 females
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Feedback Discussion I
• Comments to the program
• Balance of topics
• Balance between accelerator types
• Hands-ON Courses
• Level of the lectures
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Project “CAS videos”
Presently two major attempts to produce MOOC’s in the field of accelerator
physics:

- Nordic Accelerator School
- ARIES
CAS proposes to film its lectures and to put them onto our website
including an electronic index baptized “CASopedia”

- first attempt: introductory in Budapest; no index
- next: most likely next introductory course;
(provided we get the necessary resources)

MOOC: Massive Open Online Course
Hermann Schmickler - CAS Vysoke-Tatry
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Our website: http://cas.web.cern.ch/
Author: Anastasiya
Our major depository of information…large effort to keep the site up to date
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Our CAS video on the website
https://cas.web.cern.ch/
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Feedback
• Please help us

• Very important
• For CAS
We keep the feedback open until
• For the speakers

Wednesday next week…last chance!
• About
•
•
•
•

The lectures
The tutorials
The place
Anything else
Hermann Schmickler - CAS Vysoke-Tatry
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“Testmonials” on the CAS website

• All it needs:
- a photo
- name + affiliation + CAS course
- “a sentence”
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Social life during course:
• Next to the course teaching the most important
aspect of the school
“ electronic training will never replace CAS courses”
• What happened:
- people socialising (and even working) up to late in
the evenings
- lots of interactions students <-> teachers
- cinema evening
- excursion
- bear viewing
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Bear-viewing
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Last not least:
This course would not have happened without:
• lecturers: they do all the work for “love”
• the Hands-ON courses teachers:
- Guido, Andrea, Volker, Werner, Heiko, Alexandre, Simon

• The “souls” of the event:
- Delphine Rivoiron
- Maria Fillipova
- Anastasiya Safronava
• Marek Bombara

• YOU
Hermann Schmickler - CAS Vysoke-Tatry
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